Today, Friday, April 10th, we wake up in Paris! Paris will be our home for the next 2 days. I am tingling with excitement! Have I told you that Paris is my favorite city in the world!!
Paris is separated, both geographically and politically, into twenty arrondissements which are organized on a map in a spiral fashion like the shell of a snail. Each arrondissement is numbered with the most central (around the Louvre) numbered
1 and then increase progressively until the furthest and most east arrondissement, which is numbered 20 ..
You will also notice references to the Left and Right banks which separate Paris into the arrondissements north of the Seine (Right Bank/Rive Droite) and the area south of the Seine
(Left Bank/Rive Gauche). These terms are from the Middle Ages and reference direction
based on a downstream orientation. To help further define geography, hotels, museums,
restaurants and other establishments usually reference the metro station(s) which is closest
to the establishment. (for example, M-Invalides, M-Ecole Militaire).
Paris has a terrific Metro system and many of the sites, such as Versailles, outside of the city
also have train service from Paris. There are simple apps you can download to your phone
for the Metro. The distance from the center of Paris (the Louvre) to
most of the tourist’s sites in any direction is about 1.5 miles so if you
prefer to walk, you might not use the Metro at all. The bus system,
RER, is a little more complicated but once you get the hang of it, it is a
great way to get to your destination. The buses use the same metro
tickets as the Metro but you can’t transfer from the bus to the Metro
unless you have a Metro Pass. The city of Paris also maintains a very
convenient bike rental service (VELIB). You also have the option of
reserving one of the free Vantage bikes.
Now to the fun stuff! If you booked the Chateau de Malmaison and/or
the Louvre optional tours with Vantage, you will go on these tours on
Friday, April 10th. The Le Marais optional tour will be on Saturday, April 11th. All 3 tours
should be excellent! In my Paris Part I travelogue, I provided information from Jimmy and Jeanette Quimby on some of
their favorite places to visit in Paris. In this article, I will focus on some of my favorites and some general information about
fun places.
MUSEUMS: If you are not going on the Louvre tour you might consider walking around the perimeter of the Louvre and
stroll the Tuileries. The building is magnificent
but the museum itself is overwhelming and can
be terribly crowded. If you have time for only
one major museum, my favorite is the Musée
D’Orsay. It is a premier Impressionist collection and other late 19th and early 20th century
artists housed in a beautiful turn of the 20th
century train station. Don’t forget to check out
the view through the clock! Musée D’Orsay also has two very interesting dining rooms.

There a ton of smaller museums that might interest you also. One is the Musée Jacquemart-Andre. It is so charming,
housed in a maison in the 8eme not far from the Champs-Elysees. It was built around 1850 and what was the family dining room is now a tearoom where you can enjoy lunch or pastries.
GREEN SPACES: Jardins des Tuileries is a very large sculpture garden next to the Louvre.
Jardin du Luxembourg is one of the cities’ largest parks and considered the prettiest. The
Medici Fountain is located in the northeast corner of the park. Place des Vosges/Victor Hugo
Musée is the oldest square in Paris. It was completed by Henri IV in 1612 and became the prototype for all residential squares in Europe. Several cafes and art galleries are housed in the
street level arcades.
HISTORICALLY IMPORTANT SITES: The Eiffel Tower Monument was erected for the 1889
Worlds Fair but remained the tallest structure in the world until 1930 when the Chrysler building
was completed. Be sure to plan a viewing after dark to catch the every hour/on the hour light
show. The Arc de Triomphe was conceived in 1806 by Napoleon as a monument to honor the

“Grand Armee” but completed 30 years later. Notre Dame Cathedral construction began on this UNESCO listed cathedral in the 12th century on the Ile de Cite over the remains of a pagan temple. Unfortunately, due to the fire we not be
able to tour the inside. The Basilique Cathédrale de Saint-Denis is located a little north of Paris, outside the Paripherique, but worth the journey. Considered to be the first truly Gothic building it is the burial site of nearly all the French
kings beginning with Clovis in the 6th Century AD. The Concierge and Sainte Chappelle is the Capetian royal palace and
chapel built in the 13th century and used to house prisoners of the French revolution including Marie Antoinette. The
Chapelle was built to house Louis IX’s collection of Christian passion relics and has one of the finest examples of 13 th
century stained glass. Palais Royale was originally built in 1639 for the Cardinal Richelieu, it later became the royal palace where Louis XIV lived after the death of his father. Today, it houses the judicial branch of government and the
French National Theatre, Comédie Française. Les Invalides is the military museum and Napoleon’s tomb. An impressive sight.
SHOPPING: The entire city of Paris provides for great shopping but I’ve only included these because they are special
and/or because you may not be familiar with them. Carrousel du Louvre is a very small, modern
shopping arcade, built in the early 1990s, located underneath the Louvre and accessible from the
museum and the street. The most concentrated area for major department stores such as Galeries Lafayette, Printemps, and BHV, is near the Opera. The area around the Opera also has less
expensive clothing stores as well. If you are looking for cooking and food stores, I hear the épiceries at the Haussmann Galeries Lafayette is most impressive. There are a number of open street
markets around town. Rue Cler, Rue Mouffetard, Rue Montorguiel are some streets with notable
permanent markets. And then there are the flea markets! The largest continuous flea markets are
Marché Clingancourt also know as Le Marché Puces de Saint-Ouen (open every Sat., Sun, & Mon.), Le Marché aux
Puces de la Porte de Vanves (open every Sat. and Sun.) or the Puces de la Porte de Montreuil (open every Sat. Sun. &
Mon.). I have visited the Puces de Saint-Ouen. The prices are not bargain basement but it has a great collection of antiques, old-world fine linens, and tapestries. Those linens are what caused me on my last trip to throw out shoes and
clothes to make room in suitcase! There is also an entertaining bistro, Chez Louisette, which opened in the 30’s and features a number of chanteuses who perform Edith Piaf Classics.
Remember, Paris has too much to offer and you can not do it all in couple of days. So, select what you want to see most and concentrate on those attractions. Save the rest for another visit. One of the best pastimes in Paris is walking the historic streets and finding an
interesting sidewalk café to sit and people watch while enjoying a coffee and pastry or a
glass of wine and some fromage and pâté.
Whatever you choose I can’t wait to hear about your Parisian experiences each night over the gourmet dinners we are
sure to enjoy the MS River Venture.
au revoir mes amies.
Barbara Kelly

